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Complete the sentences using could have, would have, or should have.

COULD HAVE, SHOULD HAVE &
WOULD HAVE EXERCISES
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Shouldn't have told

Should have listened

Couldn't have paid

Would have told 

Wouldn't have gotten

Should have left

Could have been

Shouldn't have said

Would have helped

Would have been able to
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ANSWER KEY:

I ___________________ [not tell] you the answers to the test. 

I really ___________________ [listen] to my teacher and followed the directions

first. 

Since we are a nonprofit, we ___________________ [not pay] into the private

account. 

I ___________________ [tell] you about the party, but you didn't answer the

phone.

Sandra ___________________ [not get] a spot on the cheer team without her big

sister's help. 

Marcus ___________________ [leave] earlier because now he is stuck in traffic. 

My youngest sister ___________________ [be] a professional soccer player, but

she broke her foot in college. 

I ___________________ [not say] that to my mother. Now I feel bad. 

He ___________________ [help] you if you had asked.

There is no way we ___________________ [not be able to] make it there on time.
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Pick the letter of the correct phrase to complete the sentence. 

B

A

B
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________ 1. Monica missed dinner. Max _____________ told her about the change in

dinner plans.

  A. would have                                   B. should have

________ 2. My boss __________ changed the meeting time, but chose not to.

  A. could have                                    B. would have

________ 3.  It was my fault. I _____________ have sent the email.

  A. wouldn't have                              B. shouldn't have

________ 4. My mom wanted to make hamburgers for dinner, but my brother ______

eaten them.

  A. couldn't have                               B. wouldn't have

________ 5. I think I made the wrong decision. What ______________ done, Jackie?

  A. would you have                           B. should you have
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Complete each sentence with the proper form of could have, should have, or
would have, or their negative form.

Wyatt ____________________ (1) accepted a scholarship to art school four

years ago and ____________________ (2) graduated next May. Instead, he

traveled the world, seeing and learning from many different cultures.

Many people think he ____________________ (3) gone to school instead,

but when asked, he explains that he "____________________ (4) spent

four years behind a desk which ____________________ (5) been half as

educational and inspiring as his travel were."

Could have

Would have

Should have

Could have

Wouldn't have
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